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ABSTRACT: Right now, explore parameter estimation for Generalised Frequency  Division Multiplexing 

(GFDM) flags over recurrence specific blurring channels. In light of the attributes of the second request 

cyclostationary measurements of GFDM signals we create calculations to indiscriminately evaluate 

unadulterated square length, by and large square term, image span and number of subcarriers.  The proposed 

algorithms are robust to timing, phase and carrier frequency uncertainties and don’t require any a priori 

knowledge of the received signal. Simulation results verify the feasibility of the proposed algorithms. 
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modulation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In some particular areas of communications, like passive spectrum monitoring and spectrum sensing, the 

receiver features a little or no a priori knowledge of the received signals, such as symbol rate. 

However, most post-processing are supported the a priori knowledge of those parameters. For example, 

modulation identification, including feature-based (FB) algorithms and likelihood function-based (LB) algo- 

rithms, needs to sample the input signal at symbol rate. Accordingly, these technical parameters must be 

accurately estimated before conducting the remaining post-processing if they are unknown.  

 

Over the past couple of decades, symbol rate estimation for signal carrier (SC) signals has been well addressed. 

Among all proposed algorithms, the most popular one is the cyclostationary-based methods due to their 

simplicity, avail- ability, and robustness. The only drawback is that for signals with small excess bandwidth 

(low roll-off factor), estimation performance rapidly degrades as the search of the regenerated spectrum line 

may be plagued with spurious peaks. To address this issue, a maximum-likelihood (ML) function based algo- 

rithm has been developed. An effective algorithm has been also proposed modulation types with offset between 

in-phase and quadrature components, such as OQPSK signals. In general, symbol rate estimation for SC signals 

has already been well addressed. 

 

Due to the various applications of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), its parameter estimation 

has been also intensively studied in the past decade. The second-order cyclostationarity is capable of 

regenerating spectrum lines associated with the desired parameters, including symbol duration and cyclic prefix 

duration of OFDM signals.  

Due to their low computational complexity and robustness to channel distortion, the cyclostationary-based 

algorithms have became most popular. In particular, the algorithm in exhibits outstanding performance under 

severe time-dispersive channels and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) environment. In general, parameter 

estimation for OFDM signals has already met the requirement of practical necessity. 

Recently, generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) has become the most promising modulation 

scheme for the air interface of 5G networks and is also with poten- tial applications in other wireless networks. 

OFDM and SC signals can be regarded as special cases of GFDM signals.Although there has been investigation 

on cyclostationary-based detection for standard GFDM signals through simulation under ideal channel 

environments to the best of our knowl- edge, no literature has addressed blind parameter estimation for GFDM 

signals, especially under the practical scenarios with frequency-selective fading channels, carrier frequency, 
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phase and timing offsets. As the structure of GFDM signals is more sophisticated than the existing signals, 

more parameters need to be estimated under the aforementioned severe conditions. Accordingly right now, will 

examine daze parameter estimation for GFDM signals. The second-request cyclostationarity under recurrence 

specific channels with parameter unsure ties is first examined. At that point the comparing calculations for 

dazzle estimation of unadulterated square span, in general square term, image length, and number of subcarriers 

are created. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

A flexible multicarrier regulation plan, named Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing (GFDM) has 
additionally been proposed for the air interface of 5G systems. The flexibility of GFDM permits it to cover CP-
OFDM and single-bearer recurrence area adjustment (SC-FDE) as extraordinary cases. GFDM is predicated on 
the balance of free squares, where each square contains assortment of subcarriers and subsymbols. The 
subcarriers are filtered with a model filter that is circularly moved in time and recurrence area. This procedure 
diminishes the OOB discharges, making divided range and dynamic range allotment plausible without extreme 
obstruction in occupant administrations or different clients. The subcarrier filtering can result in non symmetrical 
subcarriers and both between image obstruction (ISI) and between transporter impedance (ICI) may emerge. By 
and by, efficient getting methods can wipe out this obstruction, for example a coordinated filter beneficiary with 
iterative impedance wiping out can do a comparable image mistake rate (SER) execution as OFDM over various 
channel models.  

GFDM might be a promising answer for the 5G PHY layer since its flexibility can address the different 
necessities. For ongoing applications, the sign length must be decreased to fulfill certain idleness prerequisites. 
Since GFDM is confined during a square structure of MK tests, where K subcarriers convey M subsymbols every, 
it's conceivable to style the time-recurrence structure to coordinate the time limitations of low inactivity 
applications.  

Distinctive filter drive reactions are frequently wont to filter the subcarriers and this decision influences the OOB 
emanations and in this manner the SER execution. As will be appeared, GFDM permits building signals in their 
recurrence and time qualities. In this manner, the plan holds all primary benefits of OFDM at the estimation of 
some extra execution multifaceted nature. In a GFDM hinder, the overhead is kept little by including one CP for 
an entire square that contains various subsymbols. This benefit are frequently wont to improve the unearthly 
efficiency of the framework or it are regularly exchanged for a further cyclic suffix (CS), which permits to loosen 
up the synchronization necessities of different clients in a MTC situation. Moreover, all significant 
synchronization calculations created for OFDM are regularly adjusted for GFDM.  

Obviously, numerous information different yield (MIMO) will be a key component in 5G systems. Right now 
show that space-time coding (STC) are regularly viably joined with GFDM for accomplishing transmit and get 
assorted variety. In spite of the fact that the expanded unpredictability of GFDM will most likely be reasonable 
with the advancement of gadgets, our proposed conspire are frequently actualized with the present innovation as 
of now. A flexible, adjustable Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) stage has been wont to build up a GFDM 
evidence of-idea and testbed for exploratory research. An efficient beneficiary structure is utilized to actualize the 
coordinated filter or zero-constraining collectors bolstered any model filter.  

This work contributes with the resulting new angles: We present an inside and out portrayal and numerical 
assessment of two methods that improve the phantom properties of GFDM, specifically embeddings protect 
images and squeezing the square limits. SER execution is explored with new scientific articulations for the 
AWGN, recurrence specific and time-variation channel.  

A method for applying space time coding to GFDM is proposed, which takes into account full decent variety gain 
in spite of the very reality that the waveform is non-symmetrical. Systems to synchronize the beneficiary which 
are known from OFDM are adjusted to GFDM. In any case, during this case, furthermore the imperative of 
protecting the incredible otherworldly properties of the waveform is tended to. The bit blunder rate execution of 
straight and iterative GFDM collectors is assessed together with mistake control coding.  
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A few arrangements of GFDM parameters are introduced, which work a recommendation the best approach to 

configure the transmitter and beneficiary such it can address the four 5G application situations. Furthermore, 

ultimately, an efficient collector engineering is displayed that grants to execute get filters with discretionary data 

transmission.  

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

 
A. GFDM TRANSEIVER 

 

By and large, the framework model can be found in the square graph of the framework is shown in Figure 1. 

GFDM is a multicarrier transmission plot based squares where each square contains information images 

complex KM that is disseminated to constantly M and recurrence space K. Each subcarrier in GFDM divided at 

1/TS and each square has a term of MTS GFDM where TS is the image span.  

The testing recurrence is set to N/TS coming about N tests per image and MN tests per square. GFDM utilizing 

beat molding channel is roundabout with a periodicity n|NM (n NOd M N) so as to accomplish the tail-gnawing, 

for example roundabout convolution, at the transmitter. The transmitted sign will be given Saleh Model before 

being passed to the recieving wire as appeared in Figure 1. 
 

The output signal GFDM transmission operation before CP insertion can be expressed as 

         
       

            n=0,…..MN-1 

where 

gKM[n] = g[(n − MN)|MN] e(-j2πkn/N) 

is a shifted of the circular prototype filter g[n], which is delayed by mN in time and k in frequency. gkN[n] are 
weighted by the complex valued data symbols dkN, bounded by nature independent and identically distributed 
with variance and are taken from a standard X-QAM alphabet to get a complete transmission signal. The type of 
pulse shaping used in this study can be seen. M is the number of complex data symbols with m= 0,1,2. ….M-1, K 
is the number of subcarriers with k = 0,1,2….k=1 and N is the number of samples per symbol. 

Equation can be rewritten as 

X=Ad 

X is the column vector that contains the samples of x[n], A is a transmitter matrix NM * KM the vector with the 
complex data symbols d and A contain the data symbols and therefore the shifted prototype filters within the 
following order: 

A = (ġO,O, … . . , ġK–1,O,ġO,1, . , ġO,M–1, . , ġK–1,M–1 

ḋ = (dO,O, . , dK–1,O, dO,1, . , dO,M–1, . dK–1,M–1)T 

with gkN is a column vector that contains a sample of gkm[n].Before being transmitted through the remote 

channel at that point included cyclic prefix as NCP tests for defeating Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) among 

square GFDM. Since only one CP is required for all sub image the CP overhead of GFDM essentially 

diminished contrasted and OFDM. 
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Fig.1 Block diagram of the GFDM transceiver 

 
On the receiver side synchronized time and frequency assuming perfect synchronization. Cyclic prefix also eliminated so 

that the channel matrix H can be replaced with a circular convolution matrix of size N * N. This allows for applications such 

as zero forcing channel equalization as applied to OFDM. Equations can be rewritten as follows transceiver  

 

Y = HAd + w 
 

The received signal after equalization channel  into  

 

ż = H
–1

HAḋ + H
–1

ẇ̄ = Aḋ + ẇ̄̄. 

 

Linear demodulation on the signal can be written d = Bz. B is a matrix receiver KM * KM. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

In this section, we will evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms fort the three parameters of GFDM 

signals. The GFDM is with 64 subcarriers and 9 symbols within one block. 

A. Overall Block Duration Estimation  

 The performance for both the coarse and fine search results are provided in Figure 2 and 3. Similar to the last 

subsection, as the performance relies on the estimate of the pure block duration, NCW has also major impact on 

the performance and signals with non-CISI-free filter also exhibit evidently worse performance than that with the 

CISI-free filters. Furthermore, as the magnitude of the CAF at the desired delay, k = MPK, and CF, α = 1 PNA , 

may be different on the filter types, thus the corresponding performance is different. Nevertheless, as the CP only 

occupies a small proportion of the overall block duration, the impact of the filter types and the roll off factor is 

limited.  

From the figure, the signal with the first order Xia filter exhibits slightly better performance than that with the 

RRC filter. The difference between the signals with the same filter but different roll-off factors is so minor and the 

performance   can be regarded as the same. 
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            Fig 2. Coarse search of block duration estimation                          Fig 3. Fine search of block duration estimation 

 

B. Symbol Duration Estimation  

The performance for both the coarse and fine search results is demonstrated in Fig. 4 and 5. As indicated in 

Section IV.C, the symbol duration can be simply obtained and is mainly dominated by the estimate of the pure 

block duration for the RC filter. Thus from the figure, the performance for the two parameters are close to each 

other. For the RRC and the Xia filters, as WCAF is manipulated at k =0, thus the impact of filters and the roll-off 

factor is relatively more prominent. From the figure, the signal with the first-order Xia filter exhibits better 

performance than that with the RRC filters. 

                    

     Fig 4. Coarse search of symbol duration estimation                                                         Fig 5. Fine search of symbol duration estimation 

For the same type of filters, the signal with a larger roll-off factors also exhibits evident better performance due to 

a larger magnitude of CAF at the desired delay and CF. Furthermore, for NCW=0, a series of spectrum lines will 

appear at integer times of the reciprocal of the overall symbol duration and thus result in relatively larger 

interference than the one with NCW =0. Therefore, a better performance both in coarse and fine search can be 

obtained for GFDM signals with NCW =0. 
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C. Number of Subcarriers Estimation  

For GFDM signals with spectrum holes, we will estimate the bandwidth of each sub-GFDM signal and combine 

them together. The normalized bias and NMSE are illustrated in Figure 6 and 7. From the figure, the normalized 

bias is close to zero when SNR is above -4 dB. However, the NMSE still remains relatively large as a random 

error exists for almost all estimates. Furthermore, as the estimation of bandwidth is independent of parameter set, 

the difference in performance among signals with different parameters is consistent with that of the symbol 

duration estimation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             

 

 

 

                   Fig 6. Normalised bias                                                                                                      Fig 7. NMSE 
 

V. CONCLUSION  

 

In this paper, the second-order statistics based algorithms have been proposed for the estimation of four 

parameters of GFDM signals, including the pure block duration, the overall block duration, the symbol duration 

and the number of subcarriers. The feasibility under a low SNR in frequency selective fading channels has been 

verified through simulation. Furthermore, the performance under different parameters has been also compared. 

The proposed algorithms require no a priori knowledge of the received signal and are computationally efficient. 

These advantages make it promising in some particular areas of communications, such as passive radio 

monitoring and spectrum sensing. 
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